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Bilderberg Day 1: Rare Photos of VIP’s and Police
Surveillance of Demonstrators

By 21st Century Wire
Global Research, June 06, 2013
21st Century Wire and Libertytactics.com

Region: Europe

While  some  media  personalities  are  chasing  their  own  digital  shadow  at  this  year’s
Bilderberg, other more inquisitive journalists haven’t forgotten why they are there and have
thus positioned themselves in the right places in order to capture the rare images that
activists crave most – of VIP’s making their way in secret into this year’s globalist meeting in
Watford, England…

The UK’s Liberty Tactics team includes Lou Collins and James Britpod, alongside the UK
Column and 21st Century Wire reporters on the ground at the Grove Hotel. We are currently
waiting for some IDs on some of the Bilderberg members pictured in these images below:

PHOTO 1: ID of this guest is TBC…

https://www.globalresearch.ca/author/21st-century-wire
http://21stcenturywire.com/2013/06/06/bilderberg-day-1-rare-photos-of-vips-and-police-surveillance-of-demonstrators/
https://www.globalresearch.ca/region/europe
http://www.ukcolumn.org
http://www.ukcolumn.org
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PHOTO 2: Can you ID this woman?

PHOTO 3: Bilberbergers wait between meetings, complete with portfolios and lanyards . ID
TBC…
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PHOTO 4: Tinted windows are the order of the day – judging by the low position in the seat,
could this be a hunching Henry Kissenger?
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PHOTO 5: Can you tell us who this VIP is (above)?
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PHOTO 6: VIPs in the lay-by waiting for clearance to enter grounds…

PHOTO 7: Police trying to hide in the bushes, inconspicuously raising their 40 ft high CCTV
surveillance periscopes.

PHOTO 8: UK Column’s Brian Gerrish speaks with Herfordshire police on the edge of the
Grove Hotel grounds.
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PHOTO 9: Police on mountain bikes trying to blend in…

PHOTO 10: Police on horseback, going for a gallop in the bushy heath…
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PHOTO: This more or less sums the entire basis of Bilderberg members’ ability to buy power
on the cheap.
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